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WorkTime® Corporate – Why WorkTime


Unobtrusive employee monitoring.
Performance monitoring, not spying.



Designed to monitor sites with 1 - 15,000+
computers. Successfully field tested.



Secure. Monitoring results stored on your
computers strictly, nothing on the web.



Reliable. Multi-level data protection
design.



60+ well categorized customizable
reports.



At a glance: productivity level, weak areas,
Internet use, Facebook use, websites
visited, attendance, software use,
active/idle time.



Competitive prices and licensing
conditions.

 30 days fully functional evaluation copy,
unlimited users/computers.











WorkTime is designed for unobtrusive employee monitoring. It does not support any spying functionality that might
infringe on the employees privacy.
WorkTime shows the overall productivity level at a glance. The primary goal is to provide the idea of the productivity
level within the company. This includes: employees' active/idle times, work related/personal computer usage, Internet for
personal needs/Internet for work, attendance/login/logout times etc. WorkTime highlights any weak points: Internet
personal usage (Social Networking, News, Sports etc.), Overtimes/Insufficient working time, Idle time, Wasted time,
Rarely used software/computers etc.
WorkTime is designed to monitor sites with 15,000+ employees/computers and to process large volumes of
information using minimum of the system resources at the same time. WorkTime is field tested. Our customers with
15,000+ computers use it successfully for years.
WorkTime is highly reliable as it has multi-level data protection design that insures data safety in the case of any
network or hardware failure.
WorkTime offers 60+ well categorized customizable reports that can be exported to HTML (same look as on the
screen) or CSV formats. Reports allow automatic scheduling.
All monitoring results are stored strictly on your computers/servers. No Internet connection is required to use
WorkTime.
We offer really competitive prices and licensing conditions. No recurring fees (one-time fee), the license does not
expire.
We offer 30 days fully functional evaluation copy, unlimited users/computers. The evaluation copy has the only
limitation - it can be used for 30 days.
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